
Marcia drew the design to the right on a piece of
clear plastic. She turned it 90º clockwise, then
flipped it over horizontally and flipped it again
vertically. Which is her card below? Circle it.

3.

Answer: _____________

Mrs. Gonzales has three children whose names are Javiar, Juan, and Rosa. Their mean age is 11.
Their median age is 10. Rosa is 15 years old. What is the age of the youngest child?

2.

Answer: p = _____________

Let p stand for the weight of a whole pie. If the equation ¾p = 30 shows
the situation on the scale, then how much did the whole pie weigh?
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a. How many dots are in the next three figures?

__________, __________, __________

b. How many dots are in the 50th figure? __________

c. How many dots for the 1,000th figure? __________

Draw this pattern on scratch paper.8.

Answer: ___________ miles

You ran 1.25 miles before you figured out you were running in the wrong direction. You
turned around and ran back to where you started. Then you ran 3.5 miles in the correct
direction. How many miles did you run in all?

7.

Answer: __________________________________________________________

Suzanne ordered a sandwich and a soda. The total, plus tax, came to $4.76. Suzanne gave the
clerk $5.01. What is a good reason for Suzanne to give the clerk the extra penny?

6.

Answer: $ ___________

Finn bought a new calculator for school. What is the cost of the
calculator including a sales tax of 6%?

5.

a. What will the machine produce for 40? __________

b. What will the machine produce for 50? __________

c. The machine produced 904. What number did it start with? __________

d. If n is the starting number, write the rule or expression for how the machine
changes the number n:

_________________________________________________________

This machine changes the first number ("input") into the second number ("output"). Study the pattern
and predict the rule the machine uses to change one number into another.

4.
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One hundred adult customers were surveyed to determine
which type of shop in the mall — clothing store or shoe
store — they liked best. Forty-seven liked clothing stores
best. Twenty-three preferred shoe stores. Fourteen liked
both equally well. The rest did not like either type of
store.

Write four numbers in the appropriate section of this
Venn Diagram to show these statistics.

5.

a. How many students were surveyed? __________

b. What percent (rounded to the nearest whole number) like chocolate cupcakes? __________ %

Joann's class is planning a celebration after half the class scores at least
100 stars in Sunshine Math! She surveyed the class to find out how
many like chocolate cupcakes, and how many like vanilla cupcakes.
She organized the information to give to her mom, who is going to do
the baking. Her results are shown to the right.
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Be careful: ⅓ is being subtracted!
11.

Answer: Harry should pay $ ___________ and William should pay $ __________

Harry and William bought a pizza for $8.99. Harry ate five slices and William
ate three. Based on how much they ate, how much money should each pay?

10.

Area = __________ Area = __________ Area = __________

Write the area of each geoboard figure on the line below the figure.9.

Answer: $ ___________

Chadwick has 18 coins. One-sixth of the coins are quarters, one-third of the coins are dimes, and
one-half of the coins are nickels. What is the value of Chadwick's coins?

8.

= 32,208
The missing digits for this problem are 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. Put them in their correct boxes.7.

Answer: ___________ miles

Space shuttle Atlantis has traveled a distance of 2,000 miles after one-and-a-half
minutes into its flight. If it continues to travel at this speed, how far will it have
traveled in six minutes?

6.
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Answer: _________________________________

Place multiple addition signs between the digits of the number 987654321 to get a total of 99.
For example: 98 + 765 + 4 + 32 + 1 = 900.

4.

a. What is the sum of the percents on
the graph? __________

b. Does Marshall spend more money on
education or on food? __________

c. How much money does he spend on his car? $ __________

d. What is the total amount of money he spends on clothing, entertainment, and savings? $ __________

Marshall makes $20,000 a year. His budget is shown to the right.2.

3 weeks 4 days 13 hours 21 minutes
– 1 week 5 days 18 hours 30 minutes

Solve this problem. Remember to simplify your answer.3.

Answer: ___________

There are about 3,400 species of frogs and toads. Scientists tell us that they represent 90% of the
amphibians in the world. Using this information, what is the total number of amphibian species
scientists believe are in the world. Round your answer to the nearest hundreds.
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M G F C

Answer: _________ crossings

A man has a goose, a fox, and a bag of corn with him walking through the woods. He comes to a river,
but there is only one boat available for crossing. The boat will only hold the man and one other thing
each time across the river.

The man can't leave the fox and goose alone on the river bank, because the fox will eat goose. He can't
leave the goose and corn alone, because the goose will eat the corn.

What is the fewest number of crossings he can make in the boat, to get everything to the other side? A
crossing means going from one side of the river to the other. Hint: Draw a diagram.

8.

0º C 25º C 50º F 80º C

Spring is the time for snorkeling! Marcus enjoys snorkeling around the beach area at Panama City.
Circle the temperature when he might enjoy this sport the most.

7.

Answer: ___________ miles

Answer: $ ___________

Race car driver Brad Heath was interviewed about his car's fuel use. He told the reporter that his car
averages 3 miles per gallon. If his car holds 22 gallons of fuel, how far can he race on a tank of fuel?

Racing fuel costs $3.40 per gallon. How much does the tank of fuel costs?

6.

Write an algebraic expression for each situation below, using the variable given.

example: 4 more than 5 times the number of coins c (5 × c) + 4

a. three times as high as the stack of books, x, plus 2 feet ____________________

b. $100, less twice Taria's money saved, s ____________________

c. one-half of Marcia's time, t, less 2 minutes ____________________

5.
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Answer: $ _____________

Answer: $ _____________

Answer: $ _____________

a. If you buy a hamburger, small fries, and a small cola, what will your bill be after adding the
7% sales tax?

b. If you give your server $5.00, how much change will you receive?

c. Your friend ordered a hot dog and large shake. How much less did they pay than you?
Don't forget the tax!

Use this menu to answer the questions.3.

Answer: ________________

Joseph has a nickel and a penny in his left pocket, and two nickels and two pennies in his right pocket.
Which pocket gives him the better chance of pulling out a penny?

2.

Answer: ___________

Emily could not see the classroom clock hung on the back wall of the
room without turning around in her seat. But one day, she discovered
that she could see the clock by looking at the mirror on the wall in front
of her. If this is what she saw, what time was it?
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Label or color the sections of the spinner R for red, B
for blue, and G for green so that you will land on red
one-fourth of the time, on blue half the time, and on
green one-fourth of the time.

7.

a. Box A gives the best chance

b. Box B gives the best chance

c. The boxes give the same chance of winning

Box A has 3 black marbles and 2 white marbles.
Box B has 2 black marbles and 1 white marble.

If you have to close your eyes and pick a black marble to win a prize,
which box gives you the best chance of winning? Circle your answer.

6.

Equation: 6 × W + 8 = 50

a. What does W stand for in the problem? ________________________________________________

b. Why is W multiplied by 6 in the equation? _____________________________________________

c. What value for W solves the equation? ____________

Mason was told by the vet to keep up with the weight of his 6 pups, which all looked alike. He
weighed them by putting them all in a wooden box and weighing them together — the scale showed
50 pounds. Then he weighed the box by itself — it weighed 8 pounds. Answer the questions about
Mason's equation for finding out how much each pup weighed.

5.

Answer: ____________

Elvira was solving a complicated math problem. In her last step, she divided by 5 and got the
answer 13. Then she realized she should have multiplied by 5 instead of dividing by 5. What
should her answer really have been?

4.
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Answer: $ ___________

There were 22,600 tickets sold for the Wizard's first home game. 5,400 fewer tickets were sold for
their second game. If tickets cost $25 each, how much money was brought in by the two games?

4.

Answer: __________, __________, __________

Find three prime numbers, all less than 30, whose product is 1955.3.

Answer: ___________

Rusty can cut a log into 3 pieces in 20 minutes. At that rate, how long will it take him to cut
another such log into 6 pieces?

2.

a. If it is 11:00 am in Los Angeles, California,
what time is it in New York City?

Answer: ____________

b. If it is 2:15 pm in Miami, Florida, what time is
it in Dallas, Texas?

Answer: ____________

c. If you left San Francisco, California at 10:30 pm
on a six-hour "red-eye" flight to Dulles Airport in
Virginia, what time would it be in Virginia when you landed?

Answer: ____________

This map shows the four time zones in the United
States. Use the map to help you answer the
following questions.
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Answer: D = ___________

An equation for the situation to the right is:

2D + 25 + 5 + 1 = 61

Solve the equation by finding how much one duck weighs.

8.

a. What are the dimensions of the whole area, pool plus concrete walk?

Answer: __________ by __________

b. Clark also needs to buy water sealer for the concrete walk. How many
square feet of concrete will he have to seal?

Answer: __________ square feet

Clark Griswold wants to build a pool in the backyard with his holiday
bonus. The pool itself will be 20 feet by 30 feet, and he wanted a 5-foot
wide concrete walk (border) around it.

7.

Answer: ___________

A train that is 1 mile long starts traveling through a tunnel that is also 1 mile long. The train is
traveling 15 miles per hour. How long does it take for the train to get completely out of the tunnel?

6.

Put the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 in the circles below so that the sum along each line
is 11 in figure A, and 12 in figure B.

5.
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